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Day 14: Please Choose My Iguana

Opener

1. a. What is the fraction with the smallest denominator that is We talkin’ bout fractions?

between 27
73 and 10

27?
b. What is the area of the parallelogram contained in the Alpha

Quadrant with vertices (0, 0), (73, 27), and (27, 10)? Oh right, there’s totally one
more vertex.

Darryl gets really upset
when someone says “verti-
ce” for the singular form of
vertices.

c. Use Pick’s Theorem (Opener from Day 7) to explain why there
can’t be any lattice points inside that parallelogram. Then, ex-
plain why your answer to part a has the smallest denominator.

Important Stu�

2. Beth and Will play Numbers With Friends with a target Or we talkin’ bout game?

of
√

5. Beth starts at 0
1 and Will starts at 1

0 .
a. Beth moves first. How many times, and to what

number?
b. Will moves second. How many times, and to what

number?
c. What happens next? And then? After today, there truly will

be no and then.

3. A rectangle has dimensions
√

5 by 1. Jake performs
Westley-style square cutting on this rectangle. Little
does he know, it’s a trap! This rectangle was built by

Admiral Ackbar himself.a. How many 1-by-1 squares can Jake cut?
b. How many of the next level of squares are cut? Hm

I guess their side lengths are (
√

5 − 2).
c. Keep going for a while! Notice anything? Jake’s got time for a long

adventure . . .

4. Amy fires a laser at a 45-degree angle from the bottom
left corner of a room! Sadly, this room is

√
5 by 1.

a. What’s unfortunate about that? It’s a trap!

b. As the laser travels, Amy counts the number of
times it hits one of the top or bottom walls, and
separately counts the number of times it hits one of
the left or right walls. She notices that sometimes,
these hits are very close to one another, closer than
ever before. When?
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5. David notices that when he looks at convergents to
√
n

and calculates y2 − nx2, the value is always negative,
then positive, then negative, etc. Why is this true? Re- Left shark never does get

those moves right.membering Numbers With Friends should help!

6. We’ve learned that if n isn’t a perfect square, then some
convergent y

x
to
√
n is a solution to y2 − nx2 = 1. But

which one, Dylan asks? Definitely not Peggy.

a. The continued fraction for
√

39 has a repeating pe-
riod of 2 in its coefficients: 6, 4, 12, 4, 12 . . . Which
convergent is the first one to solve y2 − 39x2 = 1?
The second? Yes, that’s right, the second!

Wait, was that the question?b. The continued fraction for
√

23 has a repeating pe-
riod of 4 in its coefficients: 4, 1, 3, 1, 8, 1, 3, 1,
8 . . . Which convergent is the first one to solve y2−

23x2 = 1? The second?
c. The continued fraction for

√
41 has a repeating pe-

riod of 3 in its coefficients: 6, 2, 2, 12, 2, 2, 12 . . .
Which convergent is the first one to solve y2 −

41x2 = 1? What happened, David? What happened? Well,
okay . . . Our whole uni-
verse was in a hot, dense
state . . .

7. Here’s a (1 +
√

3)-by-1 rectangle.

1

1+√3

When you went through the square cutting procedure
in Problem 3, you probably noticed it got increasingly
difficult to figure out how many boxes fit when both di-
mensions of the remaining rectangle involve radicals. Never trust a rectangle with

a big butt and a smile.Mary offers a modified version of the square-cutting
algorithm: each time you remove the greatest number
of squares leaving behind a rectangle, rotate that rect-
angle 90◦ counterclockwise, then scale the rectangle so
that the height of the box is 1 again. Try a few rounds
of this for the rectangle above. How does it connect to Never trust a thick glaze in

a pile. That sauce is hoisin!bit.ly/sqrt3plus1?
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Your Stu� (Choose Your Own Adventure)

T1. Given a n-by-n + 1 rectangle, try Jennifer’s style of Your jokes. Our jokes.

cutting. Jennifer tires quickly and doesn’t want to cut
out as many squares. In any n-by-n+1 rectangle, divide
the even side by 2 and cut 2 squares of that size. Then,
keep cutting squares according to Westley’s style of
cutting until you finish. Someday we’ll find it, the

Westley connection, the
cutting, the fractions, and
φ.

Investigate different n by n+ 1 rectangles and compare
the number of squares you can cut compared to if you
purely used Westley’s style of cutting.

T2. a. Let n be a perfect square bigger than 3. Find the
pattern for the continued fractions for

√
n+ 2 and√

n− 2.
b. Use the patterns in part a to predict the continued

fractions for
√

51 and
√

47. So, don’t pick 49 in part a, I
guess!

T3. Write the first five coefficients of the continued fraction
for π. Play Numbers With Friends and create the Box
for the game up to five columns. What happens if you eat a

continued fraction portion
of the π? (That’d be hard to
rationalize.)

# of L # of R # of L # of R # of L
moves moves moves moves moves

0
1

1
0

Start L Start R L R L R L

T4.
244
63

is an OK approximation for
√

15. Find a better
Approximation scampi, ap-
proximation gumbo, ap-
proximation creole, pineap-
ple approximation, coconut
approximation, approxima-
tion soup, approximation
stew, approximation and
potatoes, approximation
sandwich. That’s about it.

approximation as many different ways as you can.

T5. a. Find some solutions to y2 − 10x2 = 1 with x,y > 0.
b. Find multiple convergents of

√
17.

c. Play Numbers With Friends targeting
√

26.
d. Describe as many connections as you can.
e. Predict the continued fractions of

√
37,
√

50, . . . .

T6. Given
x = 6 +

1

6 +
1

6 + · · ·
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a. Find x. I just saw it, I think it was on
the last page.b. Write the continued fractions for 2x, 3x, and 4x.

c. Can you generalize to nx? One day you’ll know, how
far it’ll go. #teammary

T7. a. Use the Euclidean Algorithm to divide a 6-by-7
rectangle.

b. Find another division of the 6-by-7 rectangle that
uses a smaller number of squares than you found
in a, using any method.

c. Use the Euclidean Algorithm to divide a 6-by-8
rectangle. Repeat part b for this rectangle.

d. Split the following work among the members of
your team. Represent the fractions 7

6 and 8
6 in each

of the following ways. Make as many connections
as you can as a group and use your work in the
previous parts. Don’t stop believing there’s

some major connection
here . . . but then again,
don’t spend too much time
on this!

• Graph (lattice points)
• Continued fraction
• Box/Mega Box
• Bonus: Verbal description

T8. Kevin only likes to eat 1 inch by 1 inch squares of Who’s Kevin? His favorite
temperature is 6◦F.

Etymology bakkon “back
meat.”

In Shakespeare, Bacon is a
divisive term for “a rustic.”

bacon. Daniel only eats 2 in by 2 in squares of bacon
as he washes it down with a Mountain Dew Big Gulp.
Mary likes to take 3 in by 3 in bacon squares on her
morning job because they’re big on protein. Sean likes
to do a morning bacon mask that is 8 in by 8 in square.
a Fresh Market sells cut-to-size bacon rectangles that
come directly from the mountain tops of the Wasatch
range where Westley the Butcher runs his shop.
a. Find the dimensions of the rectangle given Westley

the Butcher square cutting if everyone gets at least Westley the Butcher, I think
he was the big bad from
Dexter Season 5. I kind of
stopped watching by then.

one of their desired square sizes.
b. They start fighting because they all want the same

number of pieces. Is this possible?
c. What is the least number of straight slices Westley

must make to satisfy everyone in part a?

T9. Bowen told Darryl that he could only generate any lat- As usual, Darryl is perfect.
This is Darryl’s fight song.
Take back his life song!
Bowen’s got fight for his
right to GRAAAAAAPH!

tice point using the convergents of
√

41 without us-
ing any techmology. Bowen lists (2, 13), (62, 397), and
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(320, 2049) as evidence! As usual, Darryl wants to prove
Bowen wrong. For which points, if any, can Darryl
prove Bowen wrong. Explain why and show how. Don’t worry, they’ll bond

later by watching sprinklers
water the hell out of a fuse
box near the 7-Eleven.

T10. a. Find five positive values ofm that make√
m+

√
m+

√
m+

√
m+ · · ·

a positive integer.
b. What patterns do you notice?
c. Why were Matthew, Mark, Mary, and Michelle

placed at the same table? Where are Luke and John? John Luke ended up on
Duck Dynasty, yo.

More Stu�

8. On a n-by-n chessboard, place n coyotes in such a way
that they leave the maximum number of squares for
sheep to safely occupy. Coyotes can attack sheep in
other spaces of the board like a queen can in chess.
a. Let un be the maximum number of squares that

can be “safe” on a n-by-n board. Determine un for
various values of n.

b. Show that un/n
2 → α for some constant α as n → What’s this α? Is this why

people don’t fall asleep
counting sheep, because
they skipped over α?

∞.
c. Calculate the continued fraction for α and deter-

mine which un/n
2 are convergents for α.

9. Let
yn

xn

be the nth convergent of the continued fraction
Yo, convergents bouncing
up and down, makes me
want to know what done
this! Up down up, feel the
vibrations! Come on, come
on.

expansion of the real number α. Prove that∣∣∣∣yn

xn

− α

∣∣∣∣ < 1
xnxn+1

6
1
x2

n

10. Kristen and Kristen, rebellious as usual, decide that The rebellion was caused
by an Empire State of Mind.
And Peggy.they are tired of always starting their Boxes with 0/1

and 1/0. They want to start their Boxes with any two
fractions they want. They fill in the top row of their
Box (next page) with the continued fraction coefficients This usually also involves

shouting Bismillah a few
times, even though it’s
obvious he will not let you
go.

for
√

2, then they fill in the second row using the usual
method (see bit.ly/ksbox).
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a0 a1 a2 a3 a4

1 2 2 2 2

α

β

δ

γ

12α+ 17δ
12β+ 17γ

What fractions will they get in the second row and what
will those fractions converge to? Hint: Write Goodness gracious, great

balls of Fireball under
pressure by David Bowie
and Dancing Queen!

12α+ 17δ
12β+ 17γ

=
α+ 17

12δ

β+ 17
12γ

Continued Fraction Arithmetic Stu�

11. Come up with an algorithm for deciding which of two
continued fractions is bigger.

12. Come up with an algorithm for finding the reciprocal of
a continued fraction.

13. Say you know the continued fraction for
√

2, but now “You know the continued
fraction for

√
2.”you want the continued fraction for 2

√
2. The Kristens

have done something quite useful for you! (Please do
Problem 10 first.)
If they choose 0/2 and 1/0 as their starting fractions,
and keep the same coefficients for

√
2, then they would

have ended up with
√

2/2. Therefore, to find the contin-
ued fraction coefficients for 2

√
2, use 0/2 and 1/0 as the

starting fractions and find new coefficients that main-
tain the same convergents as for

√
2 with 0

1 and 1
0 . Try

that in the AwesomeBox below. Everything is AwesomeBox!
Everything is coolbox if
you’re part of a teambox.a0 a1 a2 a3 a4

1 2 2 2 2

0
1

1
0

0
2

1
0

2

b0 b1 b2 b3 b4
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14. Repeat the method of the previous problem to find the You’ll be a Magic Box hero,
got
√

7 in your eyes.continued fraction for 2
√

7, given that for
√

7. Hmmm!
a0 a1 a2 a3 a4 a5 a6 a7 a8

2 1 1 1 4 1 1 1 4

0
1

1
0

0
2

1
0

5 3 3

b0 b1 b2 b3 b4 b5 b6 b7 b8

15. Use the method above to calculate the continued frac-
tion for 2

√
3 given the continued fraction for

√
3. OMG! Mary loves OMG, they

made that song “If You
Leave”. Oh, crap, you’re
all leaving.

16. Read https://perl.plover.com/classes/cftalk/
INFO/gosper.txt and please explain it to us. Thanks!

No More Stu�

17. Thanks. We had a wonderful time and hope you did
too. See you again as soon as possible. What’s next for
you? We miss you so, so bad.
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